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Abstract—GNSS/GPS is a positioning system widely used
nowadays in our lives for real-time localization in Earth. This
technology is highly vulnerable to spoofing/jamming attacks
caused by malicious intruders. In the recent years, commodity
and low-cost radio-frequency hardware have been used to
interfere with the legitimate GPS signal. Existing spoofing
detection solutions use costly receivers and computationally
expensive algorithms which limit the large-scale deployment. In
this work we propose a GNSS spoofing detection system that can
run on spectrum sensors with Software-Defined Radio (SDR)
capabilities and cost in the order of 20 euros. Our approach
exploits the predictability of the Doppler characteristics of the
received GPS signals to determine the presence of anomalies or
malicious attackers. We propose an artificial recurrent neural
network (RNN) based on Long short-term memory (LSTM)
for anomaly detection. We use data received by low-cost SDR
receivers that are processed locally by low-cost embedded
machines such as Nvidia Jetson Nano to provide inference
capabilities. We show that our solution predicts very accurately
the Doppler shift of GNSS signals and can determine the
presence of a spoofing transmitter.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a system
that provides geo-spacial positioning based on the satellite
constellation orbiting the Earth. The best known deployment
is Global Positioning System (GPS) that provides time and
geolocation information to GPS receivers as long as at least
4 GPS satellites are visible. GPS is widely used nowadays
for both civil and military purposes. GPS is integrated onboard of aircraft, ships, probes, cars, smartphones, rescue
systems, autonomous vehicles, drones, etc. Any disruption
or malfunction could lead to serious problems for civil and
military applications. In recent years, there has been high
concern about the security of GPS signals, since it has been
demonstrated that GPS is vulnerable to spoofing/jamming
attacks where attackers can introduce fake gps signals [1]
in the channel. Sophisticated and planned attacks to the GPS
receivers can destabilize the economy of a country, besides
endangering human lives. 5-days of GPS disruption could
have an economical impact of 4.5 billion euros [2].
Intentional or non-intentional GPS attacks are not anymore
a theoretical threat since during previous years real situations
occurred in different contexts. An airport close to New
Jersey (USA) could not operate for some hours due to GPS
disruptions caused by an illegal GPS jamming device located
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Fig. 1. A GNSS spoofing attacker can compromise wireless communications
by impersonating the legitimate signal and affecting nearby infrastructures.

in a vehicle, with main purpose of hiding the real position of
the vehicle to the fleet tracking system installed in the vehicle
itself. In June 2017, in the Black Sea area, more than 20
different vessels reported GPS malfunction since all of them
were getting the GPS position with 25 nautical miles off. All
ships were getting exactly the same location, an indicator
that most probably they all were affected by a massive GPS
spoofing attack. More recently, in July 2019, a probable
GPS attack took place in the maritime port of Shanghai1
where more than 100 vessels were affected by reporting
wrong location. In the military context, some countries have
reported that they were suffering jamming/spoofing GPS
attacks during their military exercises2 .
Fig. 1 illustrates at high level how a GPS attack can
be performed. The malicious attacker only has to generate
and transmit a fake GPS signal in the channel so that the
power received in the target area is sufficiently higher than
one received from the GPS satellite(s). In this way, the
GPS receiver will take the fake signal as the legitimate one
(GPS spoofing). This is easily plausible nowadays thanks
to the quick rise of commodity and low-cost Softwaredefined radio (SDR) transceivers. For less than 300 euros
is possible to acquire a full equipment of antenna and SDR
1 https://www.technologyreview.com/s/614689/ghost-ships-crop-circlesand-soft-gold-a-gps-mystery-in-shanghai/
2 https://edition.cnn.com/2018/11/14/politics/russia-natojamming/index.html

II. O UR V ISION
We aim to create a spoofing detection system that can be
used with any of the GNSS solutions available today. GNSS
spoofing attacks can be performed anywhere at anytime
without prior notice and during a very short time period. In
addition to that, GNSS attacks usually cover a small range
area. At the threats occur at the receiver side, we envision
to build a collaborative large-scale GNSS monitoring system
on the earth surface that leverages a large number of lowcost spectrum sensors. In particular, we envision that Radio
Frequency (RF) sensors are widely spread around important
infrastructures such as airports, large-dense cities, maritime
ports, country borders, etc. In our envisioned system, spectrum sensors monitor GNSS channels 24/7 in real time
with the aim of detecting anomalies that may derive from
malicious attacks.
The solution proposed in this paper makes a first step in
this direction and it aims to detect the GNSS anomaly as soon
as possible keeping the computation cost low. This largescale sensor network approach is definitely feasible for our
interests as other existing initiatives already shown, such as
Electrosense [3], for collaborative spectrum monitoring, and
OpenSky [4] for aircraft messages collection. At a high level,
this can in principle allow the system to detect any anomaly
in the communications and track the spoofing device since
GNSS attacks can be performed using a mobile vehicle such
as cars or Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
GNSS attacks work locally in the near area of the attacker
and only GNSS receivers that are in range will be affected
by the fake signal (see Fig. 1). Therefore, only sensors that
are near the attacker will detect the anomaly, meanwhile
other sensors out of the attacker range will receive the
legitimate GNSS signal from the satellites. The fact that a
multi-dense network of sensors is deployed, sensors can work
collaboratively to detect and confirm anomalies reducing
false positives in the spoofing device detection.
The detection stage is the first part of the system that will
trigger the alarm about any suspicious symptom of the presence of a spoofing/jamming GNSS device. Only the sensors
that have been able to detect the GNSS anomaly, will be the
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Fig. 2. Doppler shift detected by a GPS receiver observing different satellites
of the constellation. [Madrid - (40.336994,-3.770459)]
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with transmission capabilities being able to transmit a signal
in a range of 200 meters. For all these reasons, GPS attacks
are real, and must be taken as a real threat in wireless
communications.
In this work, we propose a GNSS spoofing detection
system based on low-cost SDR receivers that are constantly
monitoring the GNSS frequencies to detect anomalies and
signal disruption caused by spoofing devices. We exploit the
Doppler effect and its predictable pattern originated by the
moving GNSS satellites to determine if the received signal
belongs to the legitimate transmitter. We can generalize the
Doppler shift pattern of the satellites by training a neural
network (NN). Our deep learning-based solution can run
efficiently in embedded systems which allows large-scale
deployments, and therefore increase the system detection
coverage.
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Fig. 3. Doppler shifts detected by a GPS receiver from the same satellite at
same time interval along 6 adjacent days [Madrid - (40.336994,-3.770459)]

ones responsible for localizing the malicious transmitter. In
this paper we focus our efforts on anomaly detection over
GNSS signals, and building a solid architecture to address
the localization of the spoofing device is left as future work.
III. GNSS SPOOFING DETECTION
The GNSS/GPS is a network of 31 satellites orbiting the
Earth at an approximate altitude of 20.000 km distributed in
such a way that at least 4 satellites are visible any point in
the Earth. Each GPS satellite is transmitting a radio signal
broadcasting the current time and data about its position.
The satellites have a very stable atomic clock to keep a high
time synchronization among them. A GPS receiver, which is
monitoring multiple satellites, can estimate the distance from
the satellite by analyzing the time delay between when the
satellite transmits the signal and when the signal is received.
Knowing the distance of at least 4 satellites, the GPS receiver
can estimate its own position by applying trilateration.
One typical GPS attack is jamming by transmission of any
arbitrary signal at a relatively high power. This is relatively
easy to detect, and is usually done with the involvement
of a hostile national authority. Other category of attacks is
intentional spoofing of GPS signals. This can be done by
giving a false location deliberately [1], [5]. In both cases
attacker can be static or moving around the targets. We
exploit the effect of imperfections in the spoofing signal to
determine the presence of an anomaly.
A subset of the attacks aforementioned are not accurately
detected by only looking at the Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the specific signal if the spoofing is sophisticated. The
common factor among all GNSS technologies that we exploit
to design a spoofing detection system is that satellites are
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Fig. 4. GPS Spoofing detection sensor. Nvidia Jetson Nano (bottom-right)
to provide inferencing capabilities locally, RTL-SDR receiver (top-left) and
its active antenna (bottom-left).

constantly orbiting the Earth along known trajectories. This
generates Doppler shift fingerprint of the signal. The Doppler
shift is the change in frequency of a signal caused because
the transmitter (satellite in the legitimate case or spoofer in
case of an attack) is moving. GNSS satellites are constantly
moving along an orbital speed of about 14.000 km/hour.
The latter creates a characteristic Doppler shift that can be
observed in the GNSS receiver (as Fig. 2 shows). Therefore,
for every location in Earth at every time we do know how
many satellites are visible and how their Doppler shift should
look like. All this information can be used to fingerprint
somehow the signal received for every satellite. A potential
mobile GNSS attacker will try to inject a non-legitimate
signal in the channel with the proper characteristics of a
GNSS signal, but it will also add the Doppler shift created
by its own movement towards or around the sensors. We
exploit the Doppler difference between the legitimate GNSS
signal and the spoofing signal to determine the presence of
a non-authorized transmitter.
We propose to use a deep learning approach to detect
anomalies in the GNSS channel rather than traditional signal
processing techniques. The latter requires the knowledge
of the exact trajectories for the GNSS deployment under
consideration, while a deep learning approach can directly
exploit past Doppler measurements and the periodicity of
the trajectories to train the system. We rely on Long shortterm memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture to build a GNSS anomaly detector [6]. LSTM
fits properly in our scenario since the Doppler shift of
different satellites have similar patterns (Fig. 2) and the
same satellite does not always have the same Doppler shift
at the same time in consecutive days (Fig. 3) due to the
inclination of GPS orbits of about 55 degrees with the Earth’s
equator. Our model’s input is the Doppler shift of the visible
satellites. This input can be obtained by measuring with
a GNSS receiver or using historical data provided by the
GNSS satellite networks, e.g. NASA3 releases daily data of
GPS broadcast. This data can be used by specific software4
to generate the simulated signal and Doppler for the GPS
satellites in view.
3 ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/gnss/data/daily/
4 https://github.com/osqzss/gps-sdr-sim
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Fig. 5. LSTM forecast of Doppler shift of the satellite #3 of GPS
constellation. [Madrid - (40.336994,-3770459)]

IV. E VALUATION
We build a model based on 2 LSTM layers with 32 neurons, 1 dropout and 1 dense layer. The prediction of the model
is built on the knowledge of the previous 50 measurements
(look-back) to predict the next state. We train the network
in batches of 128. We rely on Keras [7] framework to train
and evaluate our model. For the training dataset we use GPS
Doppler shift measurements with 5 seconds of granularity
recorded in L1 channel (1575.42 MHz) during 100 days using
GNSS-SDR software [8] and RTL-SDR. The training dataset
could be also obtained by looking at the historical daily data
provided by NASA.
A. Hardware
Since our architecture is designed to use low-cost IoT
receivers to enable large-scale deployments, we rely on
Electrosense [9] infrastructure to build our sensor (see Fig. 4).
The low-cost sensors use the well-known RTL-SDR v3
software-defined radio as a front-end receiver. One of the
peculiarities of the RTL-SDR is that includes a bias tee
which can be enabled by software to power up an active
antenna. The latter is very convenient for our interests since
GNSS reception performs better with an active antenna. We
add artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities to the Electrosense
sensor by using Nvidia Jetson Nano which allows us to
perform inference over deep learning models locally on the
sensors. Our LSTM-based GNSS spoofing detection model
can run in this sensor architecture in real time. The fact that
the spoofing detection can be done locally on the sensors
alleviates the communication bandwidth between sensors and
the backend.
B. Results
Fig. 5 shows the Doppler shift of one satellite for onesingle day in a specific position in Madrid (Spain). The
same figure also shows the Doppler shift forecast computed
by our model. The error of our forecasting model over the
testing dataset is in the order of 0.0006%, which implies
a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 4 Hz in the Doppler
shift prediction. Therefore this model is able to forecast the
Doppler shift of a GPS satellite with a very small error which
allows us to determine very accurately the presence of an
anomaly in the GPS channel.
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Fig. 6. Our model tracks the Doppler shift of the legitimate GPS signal.
In the presence of a spoofing signal the model uses predicted data for
forecasting since Doppler acquired by the receiver is not trustable anymore.

We simulate the presence of a spoofing device that is
moving at 20 km/h towards the sensor transmitting a nonlegitimate GPS signal to slightly change the location decoded
by the receiver. Fig. 6 shows that the model is able to forecast
the Doppler using the previous knowledge of the acquired
data with a very small error. Then, we activate the simulated
spoofing device (at minute 425 in Fig. 6) which intends to
fake the GPS signal. We can observe how this spoofing signal
generates a slightly different Doppler shift due to its own
movement and speed. This Doppler variation can be detected
by our model, which immediately starts making Doppler
forecasting using only predicted data (generate by the own
model) since real Doppler shift acquired by the receiver is
not trustable anymore. The lower the speed of the transmitter,
lower is the difference between the Doppler generated by the
legitimate transmitter and the spoofing device. Our model
is able to detect GPS anomalies by looking on the signal
imperfections, detecting static spoofers with Doppler shift
deviations higher than 4 Hz, and catching mobile spoofing
devices at higher speeds of 2.5 km/h.
V. R ELATED W ORK
GNSS spoofing detection has been extensively explored
in the literature. Some studies utilize an array of antennas to
compute the phase difference between the signals supposedly
coming from different satellites. This allows them to identify
if the signal is coming from a single source, which would
indicate the presence of a spoofing device [10]. While this
is effective in practice, such arrays of antennas can cost
hundreds or even thousands of euros. This makes them
infeasible to monitor the GPS signal at large scale. A second
category of studies try to identify GPS jamming/spoofing
only by monitoring the SNR or time difference of arrival [11].
While this can work with relatively low-cost sensors, such
detection can be avoided by lowering the SNR of the spoofing
signal. Additionally, SNR-based approaches largely depend
on the environment and signal reflection, causing possible
false positives in the detection stage. Since GPS spoofing
does not necessarily require high SNR signals, this still leaves
it possible to spoof GPS signals with impunity [12]. The
closest related work is [13], which studies the Doppler shift
to localize cellular phones from moving vehicles. However,

unlike our work, it does not look for anomalies in the data,
neither look at the problem of spoofing detection.
VI. WAY F ORWARD
We have proposed a LSTM-based GNSS spoofing detection model that is able to run in low-cost SDR sensors
with AI capabilities, and to detect GNSS spoofing devices.
Our method can complement other existing GNSS spoofing
detection methods to improve the anomaly detection rate.
Anomaly detection in wireless communications is always
the first step of a more complex process which aims to
localize the malicious transmitter accurately and then, shut
it down as soon as possible to minimize the damage caused.
We will work in a collaborative sensor network where our
GNSS spoofing detection sensors will be widely deployed
near strategic infrastructures, and in case these anomalies are
created by a malicious spoofing transmitter, localize it.
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